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 Bronze Turk - Anansi La Rana Web of Truth - 
Foundation of Grounding 

 

The Greene Book of Black Knowledge: Youth’s 
Guide to the Future 

A wise person learns from their own mistakes, an even 
wiser person learns from someone else’s   
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What is the Green Book? 

 

 

 

The Emerald Tablet of Thoth - (aka Azazel, Enki, 
Hermes Trismegistus/The Thrice Blessed) - The written 
text of the Ibis headed (Baboon in older art) scribe deity 
of ancient Egypt /Kemet (Black land)/Ta-Mer-Re 
(Beloved house). In it he outlined his journey from the 
end of the Atlantean/Lemurian/Mu culture to the 
beginning of the Coptic/Kemetian (Egyptian) civilization 
that gathered those remnants. The fundamentals of all 
his writings stem from the seven universal laws 
(Hermetic Principles) that govern virtually everything in 
existence.        

 

 

or/and  
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The Negro Motorist Green Book used during the early 
1900’s to help Foundational Black Americans (FBA) 
navigate the country during the Jim Crow era. Middle 
class FBA were able to afford motor vehicles the day 
they hit the commercial market and of course wanted to 
know the joys of driving the open road. Victor Hugo 
Green realized the discrimination and jealousy that was 
inherently held by other groups towards us and 
published a yearly journal for our people to navigate the 
roads and stay safe during our travels, in order to 
avoid/prepare for dangerous locations (sundown towns, 
racist regions around the country, etc.), and find 
appropriate food and lodging in welcoming cities across 
the United States. 
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What is Black Knowledge? 

Information that every Black/Foundational Black 
American (FBA) /Black-Native child should have before 
they step foot outside of their parents’ home for the first 
time, as well as things they should consider while still 
under their supervision. 

 

Or/and  

 

Information genetically innate to certain bloodlines - The 
Lemurian/ Atlantean/ Olmec/ Toltec cultures of 
Mesoamerica, the predynastic (Coptic) Egyptians, the 
Sumerians and Babylonian of Mesopotamia and the 
Neolithic scientist of the Göbeklitepe/Anatolia (Turkey) 
have condensed into what is currently known as 
Foundational Black Americans. Upon discovering your 
uniqueness these inherent (inherited) traits will awaken 
through triggers such as hearing, seeing, reading and 
the acting-out of formerly unrealized information. 

Triple helix DNA 
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Somb: Sumerian Tree of life and wisdom or God Tree/ 
World Tree/Yggdrasill /Tree of knowledge of Good and 

Evil/ Great Tree/Fusang Tree etc. 

                            

                    

 

A roadmap for youth to aid in their journey towards the 
future using landmarks of the past. 
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Why are we here? To inform a generation 

What are we going to use to do this?  Information 
from our elders, the current society and our own 
intuition (in: within, tuition: protection)  

How are we going to do this? Write/read/watch 
internalize and project. Writing comes in the form of all 
arts: building, architecture, engineering, fashion, trends, 
dance, music, and anything you create.  
 
 

 

 

The perspective I present to you is not to validate 
ancient information by framing it with a contemporary 

presentation, but indeed the exact opposite. In 
understanding the fluidity of time, I will challenge you to 

comb through these texts with a lens from the past 
looking onto the present as if you were an Atlantean 
Priestess/ Kemetian priest, Gran(d)-(an)cester (great 
old ones), or Merlin Living his life backwards. If more 

capable than that, look from this point on to the future of 
what will likely occur after observing these patterns. 
With that said, I will begin with the premise that we 

created everything, we were everywhere first, and we 
are the only people capable of 

commencing/continuing/completing this great work. No 
ifs ands or buts. Dunn Dahta.  
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As we progress through these levels of knowledge, I 
present this information with love and respect for all 
people. For we cannot truly look to grow if we do not 
respect each other enough to tell the truth. With that 
said, understand that not every lesson is for every 

student, not every meal fits your (current) appetite. I can 
recall dismissing next level information initially and 

circling back years later to gain knowledge about every 
aspect of that same subject matter. To not feel 

overwhelmed, take this advice that a wise elder Moor 
once imparted onto me: “Eat the chicken, throw away 

the bone.” Learning is a continuous process, if you 
could handle everything from the start you would not 
have to embark on a journey to remember what you 

forgot. Eram quod es eris quod sum.  
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The Honorable Hakim Bey - What they don’t teach 
you in history class 101 (YouTube Video) 

 

 
Degrees of Enlightenment 

 

Associate’s (11th) Degree = Associated with 
information     

Fringe (television show) 

 
 

Bachelor’s (22nd) Degree = Gathering of all forms of 
knowledge 

Stargate SG-1 (television show) 

 
 

Master’s (33rd) degree = Mastering the material to 
teach  

Avatar: The Last Airbender (animated television 
show) 

 
 

Doctorate = Doctoring the material to your unique 
purpose 

            … 
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Capítulos 
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Black Dunn DOT-ta  

Love of all others and all things can only begin when 
you love yourself emphatically. All things start and end 
with the black dot (period). So, shall we also begin and 

work our way out to the surrounding thoughts that 
encompass us daily. Self-love is by no means hatred for 

others, so hold yourself in high esteem before you can 
begin to lift up anyone else (your friends, your hood, 

your boss, your momma etc.). The fact that the people 
of Turtle Island (North America) have shown an 

embrace towards so many others for thousands of 
years speak to this ideal. We have always been a 

beacon of promise and as readily as we give, others are 
as eagerly waiting to take.  
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For some time now this “exchange” has been to our 
own detriment and due to this, the superficial bonds 

weaken, mental and physical chain- links erode, and the 
most uncommon sense becomes more sensible. Not 

everyone lives by the same code as we do and due to 
this, we cannot fully extend our hand if we are not fully 
stable, so we will not. We will return to the darkness of 

the black dot to re-engage the love of learning in all 
forms that we have (more recently) been trained to fear 

and hate: 

Darkness/Shadow; daemon/demon - messenger; 
evil/devil - adversary/ad(visor)/vision; Lucifer/light 

bearer/sun/sol; the God Particle (Higgs-Boson); YLEM; 
the All Spark; the Symbiote; Black w(hole) aka WAP; 
Black Sun; ether; melanin; Galactic Ley line; Akashic 
Record; Quetzalcoatl, Hell Spawn, Knull/RH-null; nil; 

The All; Vibranium; Set(h)/Suten/Soot/Shaitan. All are 
affiliated, associated with or in connection to what is 

called the soul. Through this you can begin to delve into 
what brings an end to this sentence with the definitive  

BLACK DOT (period). 
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Moorish Tower (Inside) - Baltimore, MD 
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The Johari Window 

 

RESEARCH LIST GUIDE: 

 

Books:  Gematria Complete, Jerome Rothenberg 
  Numbers R Simple: People are           
  Complicated, King Simon 

Ancestors: Hidden Hands, Healing 
 Spirits for Your Use and Empowerment, 
 Minister Ra Ifagbemi Babalawo 

Black Sun Signs: An African American 
 Guide to the Zodiac, Thelma Balfour   

Sacred Geometry and Magical Symbol, 
 Iva Kenaz 
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Quadrivium: The four Classical Liberal 
 arts of Numbers, Geometry, Music &  
 Cosmology, Miranda Lundy 

The Holographic Universe, Michael 
 Talbot 

Movies:  Hidden Colors series - Tariq Nasheed 

The Truman Show 

Website:  Officialfba.com 

Music:  “Cell Therapy”, Goodie Mob  

“Black Hole Sun”, Soundgarden  

“YLEM”, FKAjazz, Noah MacNeil,   
 Philippe Lemm 

“Ylem”, DARK FOTRESS 

YouTube: 13 Signs Astrology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PERFECT BLACK 

Osiris/The Green Man/Orion/Ausar 
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Form defines function. Amun Re/ Hidden Sun the soul 
(Sol: sun), burns and leaves a reminiscence of soot 

(set[h])- darkness) in its place.  

 

 Self-awareness is a personal realization of your unique 
qualities although you come from the black dot 

(symbiote, collective). This self-awareness arises when 
you leave the hive mind/ dominion (Star Trek) and you 
then have an opportunity to look at yourself and others 
as individuals even though you are still a branch from 
what spawned the creation of existence itself. There is 

nothing new under the sun, so we are all variants of 
different prime ordeals (primordial) conditions. This is 
why astrology and gematria play a prevalent role in 

recognizing traits in people and the variations that apply 
to these archetypes. Patterns will help you understand 
this holographic universe and allow you to mod(ulate) 

the program, but this begins with YU the Great.  

 

The easiest way to gain awareness of who you are is to 
meet as many people as you can and learning their 

basic variations of knowledge to include - mythology, 
language and custom. Simple right? The bigger you will 
begin to look at the macrocosm (big universe) around 

you, and the smaller you will begin to reflect on the 
microcosm (small universe) within you.   
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THE PRINCIPLE OF CORRESPONDENCE, AS 
ABOVE SO BELOW, AS WITHIN SO WITHOUT The 
Emerald Tablets of Thoth [Hermes] Hermetica). This 

combination of the two will expose that which 
guards/hinders yourself awareness, ego(I).  

 

   
Ouroboros       Mayan Calendar     Quetzalcoatl 
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RESEARCH LIST GUIDE: 
 

Books:  Black People Invented Everything, Sujan 
  Dass 

The First Americans Were African, David 
 Imhotep Ph.D. 

Black Fortunes, Shomari Wills 

The Miseducation of the Negro, Carter 
 G. Woodson 

The Exhuming of a Nation/Circle 7             
Koran, Noble Drew Ali  

Message to the Blackman in America, 
 The honorable Elijah Muhammed 

The Seminole Indians of Florida, Clay 
 MacCauley 

TV shows:  Godfather of Harlem 

Cowboy Bebop 

Movie: Wilmington On Fire 

YouTube:  History with No Chasers  

Black Excellence & Abundance 

Music:  “I” and “DNA”, Kendrick Lamar 

Duke Ellington, I celebrate his entire 
 catalogue  

Bitches Brew, Miles Davis 
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“A Night in Tunisia,” Dizzy Gillespie  

The College Dropout and Late                            
Registration, Kanye West 

The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill, Lauryn 
 Hill 

Born Sinner, J. Cole,  

“Drain You” Nirvana,  

“Energy” Drake 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tapping that Black 
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We sometimes overlook our own greatness and 
embrace others over ourselves at times to our own 
detriment. Understand you have a very distinct yet 
broad and far-reaching culture that (I assume) you have 
yet to understand completely. It is indeed a template 
that people have moved towards and gravitated, 
imitated but never duplicated. Once this fact becomes 
understood, your uniqueness will be superimposed in 
your identity and nationhood.  

Something that individuals within other groups realize 
very early on in life is that nobody (planet: celestial 
body) can shine as bright as a star (Sol: sun). The best 
you can hope to do is get as close as possible to absorb 
its ray (Re)-s. As the bright lights that we are for many 
others' dark histories, we accept responsibility to help 
them to an extent. In doing this, we must also 
understand that our own energy is, a lot of the time, 
used against us to misdirect our attention and create 
hate and discontent amongst us.  

Our incorrect indoctrination into misinformation starts as 
early as preschool. Our malleable minds accept the 
history that McGraw-Hill, Oxford Press, etc. present us 
(differs by country) and allows for two main outcomes: 
to dissociate from self-understanding of who we are 
in history and, by doing so, allows others to easily 
usurp that energy.  

The draining of energy has been done repeatedly 
throughout our past but currently is done by 
repackaging and redistributing you back to yourself, as 
a “vile gutter snipe straight up out the wood” version of 
who you really are. : ) In most cases we would sidestep 
the bad press; but when it gets to a point where our 
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present and future generations forget their past 
altogether and begin to mimic the minstrel shows that 
we are told “represents” us, then it becomes a situation 
that requires attention.  

Try to realize that you are by far, the oldest beings on 
the planet, this being the case, what could you gain 
from allowing the newest creations (substantiated by 
geneticist) to dictate to you your own history, culture 
and understanding of the universe. It would be like 
relying on your infant child to provide entertainment for 
you, run your business and handle your finances 
without your guidance. Would you expect a flawless 
outcome? Or even an outcome suitable to your 
standards?  

Using this analogy, it would be almost contradictory to 
believe with your skeptical mind that the same person 
who allegedly “stole” (we shared our knowledge to 
establish global culture) your history would give it back 
to you completely intact, and even more far-fetched to 
assume that they could decode the soul and meaning of 
your grancestors great work.  
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The "Table of Nations", from Lepsius: Top row, left to 
right: "Aamu" (Asiatics), "Nehesu" (Nubians), and 
"Themehu" (Libyans); middle row: (Horus) a deity, 

"Reth" (Egyptians), "Aamu" (Asiatics). 

Note: Egyptians were world travelers at their time, and 
they catalogued all of the races that they encountered in 

these “Table of Nations” 

 

Which group do you most think Foundational Black 
Americans align? 
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kNOwledge / kNOwSoul .  
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Now remember the assignment I gave you at the 
beginning of the book and look from an ancient 
perspective forward to today and beyond. The media is 
used to push the same idea to the masses about: a 
pandemic - although people interact daily; a vaccine 
that was created within a year of a disease (medications 
take at least 5 years to go through trials); Making FBA 
the super villains of society while simultaneously 
attacking us daily on the levels of personal safety, 
medically and through infrastructure (electric, gas, 
water, food, etc.); making Juneteenth a federal holiday - 
but refusing to pay reparations to survivors of the United 
States government sanctioned Attack on Tulsa, OK 
(Napalm dropped on US citizens by the US military) 
only just apologizing 100 years after the fact. Even on 
the world stage during the 2020/21 Olympics: mis-
scoring; double standards and outright bias were duly 
noted on multiple occasions. With all that said, take 
notice that everything is a pattern/ritual, and the use of 
propaganda sets the stage for this modern-day play.   
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A recurring distraction that completes the pattern/ritual 
is the resurgence of public lynching's and remembrance 
of government assisted attacks on FBA (Occurring in 
many Black Wall Street-like-districts and incorporated 
black towns/cities to include: Tulsa (Greenwood), OK; 
Wilmington, NC; Winston- Salem, NC; Washington D.C. 
(Chocolate city) ; Saint Louis, MO; Springfield, IL; 
Rosewood, FL; Slocum, TX; Harlem, New York; 
Allensworth, CA; Bronzeville (Chicago) , Illinois; 
Brooklyn, New York; Prince George’s County, MD; Saint 
Charles County, MD; Atlanta ,GA; Quitman County, MS; 
Mount Bayou, MS; Blackton, New Mexico and hundreds 
of others). It has currently taken form in the videotaping 
the shootings of FBA by police and racist deputized 
citizens while dramatizing the retelling of our history by 
people other than us. With this in mind, the next 
question that could be raised is - does any other group 
have their history in this country revolve around 
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deprivation, struggles and mass atrocities? If so, can 
you name any of those killed in the last 4 years or 4 
centuries for that matter, when many of us know the 
FBA names by heart? 

 

 

So, why is the media making a big deal about this on 
our behalf? Understand that a majority of the people 
who were in the lynching photos of the 18/1900’s were 
in their Sunday’s best. They were well-to-do middle-
class black people in regular situations that were caught 
off-guard by the average group of citizens of that day's 
dominant society. Those who were lynched were used 
as an example to show that no matter how safe you felt 
living around us, driving the car we cannot afford, 
having businesses we are not able to establish, we still 
have the right to string you up, with no fear of reprimand 
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or punitive recourse. This was all a scare tactic to divert 
your energy so that you would focus on anger, hate, 
and fear but not creating a reality absent of this type of 
injustice. Societies outside our own need our love or 
hate but cannot survive if we had nothing but 
indifference towards them. Additionally, for a society 
that obviously does not care for your successes and 
only exposes your “failures”; why do they take so much 
time and effort to sympathize with your feelings on 
something so emotionally volatile?  For us as a people 
we are our emotions and everyone knows this, but what 
we do not know is that control of these emotions is the 
key to our success in the past, present, and future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For your edification: 
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Only as I moved away, so that he could have a clear 
shot - the shot rang out  

 -Rev. Samuel B. Kyle speaking on the assassination of 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
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Since “Black”, is well...the New Black and officially 
back in style let us look back at your previous creations 

in this country and see how you established a  

 

Foundation of Culture: 

 

Robert F. Fleming Jr. Invented the Guitar 1886 
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First ever Jazz Band Charles Bolden’s “The Bolden 
Band” (1895) 

(New Orleans Times-Picayune newspaper coined term 
‘Jack-ass music’ we flipped it to JAZZ) 
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First Rock and Roll song recorded (1948) 
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Godmother and Creator of Rock and Roll genre 

 

 

 

Sister Rosetta Tharpe (1930)  
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First rock-n-roll band ever - Ike Turner’s King of 
Rhythm “Rocket 88” (1956) 

 

Chuck Berry                 Little Richard 

              The Facilitator                 The Architect  
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Jimi Hendrix 

Patron saint (GOD) of all genres of Rock  
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(The Artist Formerly known as) PRINCE 

 Mastery and spiritual bridge of all styles of music  
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Michael Jackson  

King/Prince of PoP(ular) Music 
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DeFord Bailey, Creator of Country music genre 

First performer at the Grand Ole Opry and First 
performer to have music record in Nashville Tennessee 

(1925) 
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Mamie Smith, Ma Rainey, Ida Cox, and Bessie Smith  

Creators of the Blues genre 

 (The Blue Note [tritone]: Devil's Chord) 

Early 1900’s 
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Rhythm'n'Blues 

(Originally termed “race music” which later became 
“sepia series” and then finally coined Rhythm and Blues 

by Billboards in the early 1940’s - we called it R’n’B) 

 

William James “Count” Basie (1930’s) - Pianist, 
Organist, Bandleader, and Composer  

 

Cabell “Cab” Calloway III (1920’s) - Singer, 
Songwriter, Dancer, Bandleader and Actor  
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Aaron Thibeaux "T-Bone" Walker (1920’s) - 
Guitarist, Singer, Songwriter and multi-

instrumentalist, pioneer and innovator of jump 
blues and electric blues sound.  

 

Leroy Carr (1920’s) Singer, Songwriter and Pianist 
who developed a laid-back crooning style that was 

later adopted by Ray Charles 
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Hip Hop 

 

MC (Master of Ceremonies) Pioneer

 

     Dewey "Pigmeat" Markham (1968)   

 

DJ (Disc Jockey) Originator 

  

    Disco King Mario (1972) 
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Beatboxin’ pioneers 

 

 

     Doug E. Fresh  

 

 

Biz Markie (R.I.P) 
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Graffiti (modern day hieroglyphics) creator 

 

Cornbread     

The idea of nicknames transcends generations, Crazy 
Horse and Sitting Bull were related to the attributes that 

our elders and friends noticed in youth and over 
generations developed into such equivalents as: 

Peanut, bubbles, SweetPea and Nee-Nee. Known by 
those close to us to prevent misuse of our birth names, 

because their use can lend an element of control.  
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B-Boy'n and Battl’n 

 

 

 

FBA kids in the 70’s 
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Hip Hop Fashion 

 

Run DMC 

 

Salt N’ Pepa AND Spinderella 
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WuTang CLan 

 

Language and Knowledge (Know-the-ledge) 

 

Much respect and Rest In Power to Biz Markie, DMX, 
Black Rob, Nipsey Hussle, Malik B, John 'Ecstasy’ 

Fletcher (Whodini), MF Doom, POP Smoke and 
‘Baby’ Huey 
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Foundation of History 

 

Seminoles of North America 
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Aka Juan Caballo, John Cowaya, Gopher John or 1841 
Savage 

Seminole Maroon Chief that met French, Spanish and 
British in battle and won 
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Moctezuma Xocoyotzin ninth Tlatoani of Tenochtitlan 
and the sixth Huey Tlatoani or emperor of the Aztec 
Empire, First of Many emperors that engaged the 

conquistadors in war in the Mexican/South American 
region (Moctezuma I [Father] United Aztec Empire)  
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1781 London: Haines & Son (British Museum)  
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Foundation of Wargames, Law and Order 

 

Tlachtli (Olmec Football/Basketball)  

 

Lacrosse 
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Baseball (seker- hemat) Battling of the ball 

 

Temple in Philae 

 

The king v Het Heru (Hathor) 
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Nat(e) Love (Red River Dick) and Willie ‘Bill’ Pickett 
- original cowboys/cattle wranglers, rodeo riders and 

sharpshooters (late1800’s)   

 

 

Bass Reeves - U.S. Marshal and bounty hunter 
(arrested 3,000, killed 14, spoke over ten native 

languages) 
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Foundation of Wealth (Millionaires during the 
18/1900s)  

  

Sarah Rector (Oil Baroness at the age of 12) 

 

                     

    Annie T. Malone                   Madam CJ Walker      

    (herbal chemist)                 (marketing strategist) 

Established Hair Care Product Industry 
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    Mary Ellen Pleasant (real estate tycoon) 

 

 

 

         Biddy Mason                  Samuel T. Wilcox 

       (land developer)      (grocery store chain owner) 
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Foundation of Entrepreneurship (Mergers and 
Acquisitions CEO’s) 

 

  

         Bumpy Johnson             Guy Fisher 

 

Samuel Christian              Frank Lucas      
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   Leroy ‘Nicky’ Barnes         Sean ‘Jay-Z’ Carter     

 

 

         Nasir ‘Nas’ Jones         ‘Freeway’ Rick Ross 
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Dr. Mutulu Shakur (Acupuncture and Naturopathic 
physician) 

Member of the Black Liberation Army and most 
(in)famous person in America from 1982-1986 
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Film and Television Production CEOs 

 

    

        Mario Van Peebles             Tyler Perry 

                                    

      Kenya Burris                    Tariq Nasheed  
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The Wayans Family (Kenan Ivory, Damon, Kim, 
Shawn, Marlon) 

 

 

      Forest Whitaker               Spike Lee 

 

Rest in Power John Daniel Singleton and Melvin 
Van Peebles 
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Foundations of Leadership & Service to the Masses 

 

Mathew Henson 

 

First person to reach the north pole with the 
expeditionary team he led (1908) spoke multiple 

languages including Aleut/Inuktitut 
(Inuit)/Greenlandic and Yupik 
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Estevanico -Esteban the Moor (1500’s) - Led 
explorers through the Americas while communicating 

with the Natives to barter deals  

 

 

Gasper Yanga (1500’s) - Led rebellions to free Native 
blacks in Veracruz, Mexico from Spanish Rule  
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Buffalo Soldiers (1800’s, Spanish American War and 
Indian Wars) 

Built, Established and Protected the Western Frontier of 
the United States and freed many Caribbean Colonies 

to include Cuba and the Philippines from Spanish 
occupation 
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Black Panther Battalion (World War II - 761st Tank 
Battalion) 

 The most Feared group men on the ground during 
World War II 
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Tuskegee Airman 

 

Tuskegee airman (World War II - 332nd 
Expeditionary Operations Group and the 477th 

Bombardment Group)  

The most Decorated and Feared group of men in the 
skies during the World War II - REDTAILS 

We as FBA have fought in literally every war to defend 
this land against foreign invaders. We have fought 

against Mongoloid tribes and European invasions as 
natives, battled similar forces during the Spanish-

American war as moors/American soldiers, and then 
answered the call to action in the World Wars to come 
home and face the Urban Cointel Pro ground wars and 

war on “drugs” as negros/colored and blacks. Our 
undying will of fire continues to be tested to this day as 

Foundational Black Americans.  
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The Foundation  

 

 


